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Prevent

The number one way to mitigate 
the damage from any attack on 
your environment is to prevent 
it from happening in the first 
place.

It’s vital to protect your 
organization from all points 
of entry and ensure your 
organization has visibility of 
all the points of entry that are 
being accessed by authorized 
personnel.

CybriantXDR combines the 
latest technology utilizing 
machine learning and artificial 
intelligence with experienced 
oversight to identify and 
terminate malicious software 
before it can execute.

Detect

The longer it takes to discover 
and remediate the cause of a 
breach, the greater the damage 
to your company’s reputation 
and business operations.

To limit exposure and to 
prevent sophisticated breaches, 
organizations need a team of 
experienced security analysts 
working around the clock 
dedicated to piecing together 
any evidence or signatures of 
malicious behavior.

CybriantXDR offers that 
capability and alerts your 
organization only when a 
credible threat is detected.

Remediate

When a cyber threat is detected, 
quick response and remediation 
is essential to limit impact to 
your organization’s business 
operations. 

Many IT departments don’t have 
the resources to completely 
remediate the threat, or the 
measures required to regain 
function are laborious and time 
consuming.

CybriantXDR remediation 
capabilities can limit the 
interruption to your business 
and restore normal operations 
rapidly.



CybriantXDR Benefits

True Zero-Day Prevention Active Vulnerability Scanning

Machine Learning Based 
Prevention

Integrated Threat Intelligence

Analysis of Both Internal and 
External Traffic

Ongoing Regulatory Compliance 
Support



CybriantXDR Means Visibility 
and Response Across Your 
Entire Organization

New attack vectors and vulnerabilities are discovered every day. Your organization likely has firewalls, IDS/IPS, 
and AV solutions installed that look for malicious activity at various points within the IT infrastructure, from the 
perimeter to endpoints.

However, many of these solutions are not equipped to detect zero-day attacks and advanced persistent threats. 
CybriantXDR prepares your organizations for ever-changing threats.

Detect Advanced Persistent Threats

Not only does CybriantXDR help reduce the time between breach and 
detection, but we can also help stop the threat before it can fully execute.

By tracking all processes, our team is able to detect malicious activities 
and use behavioral AI technology to respond at top speed. We can detect 
and stop file-based malware, scripts, weaponized documents, lateral 
movement, file-less malware, and even zero-days.

Annihilate the Threat in its Tracks

Continuous vulnerability scanning is an important part of your overall security strategy. CybriantXDR provides 
a risk-based vulnerability management program, so you are able to take the logical next step to reduce your 
threat surface by focusing on the top priorities for remediation.

By using risk prioritization, our security experts have the skills to understand exposures in context. They will 
prioritize remediation based on asset criticality, threat context, and vulnerability severity. Our reporting will 
help you prioritize which exposures to fix first, if at all, and apply the appropriate remediation technique

Actively Remediate Identified Vulnerabilities



Annihilate the Threat in its Tracks

Learn More 
www.cybriant.com/cybriant-xdr

24/7 Security 
Monitoring and 
Analysis

Remediation

Real-Time Threat 
Detection and 
Prevention

End-to-End Visibility 


